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·cLASSIFIED
ADVERTlSI~G
J

J

l

Rates: 10c pe1• word per day
with a $1.00 per day mini~
mum cha~ge.
Terms: Payment must be
made in full prior to inser·
tion of advertisement.
Deadline: Noon Wednesday
prior to publication.
Where: Marron Hall, Rm 132
or by mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131

•

-

1.

PERSONALS

ONE Is a lonely number. W-ill-.1~1~-t~~n-,-ln-tk:--;;;d
reason. AGOit~,NW Mesa Vlsl.ll, 277·3013. 6/20
SORRY CIIAIU,IE POTTf~HS Lakes only the
tin est. Your mermaid went down the drain, 0/26
PIU~GNANT AND NEED UELJ>? . You have
friends who care at Dirtbrlght. 2~7·9819.
6/2~
NEW GOOD CAMERA? W~tnt to learn how to
use it fully? See other advertisement today in
these
classlrieds about. "Photography
Workshops''.
7/31
DESPERATELY LONELY pro(essional man
would like to meet single girl age 18·29. Must be
without children. P.O. Dox 14888, 87111, Please
6/20
help me beea,usc I need. Brian.

2.

LOST AND FOUND

LOST: on 6/23 a 14K gold bracelet. Please return.
2·5pm 277-3046, after lipm247·1951.
6/26
FOUND: YOUNG FEMALE eat, Scalpoint. & Tab·
by mixture. Very tricndly & needs home. 277·
5470,277-5377.
.
6/26

VIntage Clothes
FUrniture

-~---~-PASSPORT, IDENTlFICATION
photos. Lowest
prices Iri town! Fast, pleasing, Ncar ONM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Dlvd NE.
7/31
CLASSICAl, GUITAR lNSTRUCTlON by
qualified graduate student. 266·0982.
7/10
LEGAL SERVICES UNM Law School Clinical
l'rogram orrcrs legal servicCJs for students' and
starr. Furnished by qualified law student~ under
faculty supervision. Availability limited to those
whose assets and income do not exceed
llslablished guidelines. .50 cent. registration fee.
Call 277·2913 or 277·3604 for information and ap•
pointmeni.!J. Sponsored by Associated Studeni.!J or

ONM

4. FOR RENT

Quilts
Photographs

THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An apartment.
complex for the young and the young Jlt heart.
Rents st11rt at $135. Large swimming pool:- Ef·
fieicncles & l·bdrm available, Curnishl'd or un•
turnishCJd, W;~lklng distance to UNM. 1520
University NE. 243·2494.
7/31
THE. COLU!'.IDIAN APARTMENTS 208·209.
Columbia SE). Two swimming pools, dishwashers.
refrigerated. air and security. Nicely furnished.
One block to UNM. One and two bedroom units.
$165 up. Call Toriy255·2685 or Marilyn 266·4070.
7/31
EFFICIENCY, UNM one block, utilities paid,
7/3
lease nohequlrcd, 255·1676,

5

FOR SALE

_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - -

BIC\'CLES • Lowest prtces and largest selecli<m
of the finest European makes. R.C. HALLETT'S
WORLD CHAMPION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PI
SE, 843·9378. Open til9 P·Yil·
7/31
dAMERO '74 L't,. dark green, white vinyl top,
saddle interior, 350 engine, P S P·B Turbo, A.C.,
radials, AMFM radio. 13,000 miles. $3,875. 294·
5500.
6J26
REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPERWRITER
works well, $30. Call 268-2110.
6/26

UUY. SELL, TRADE
Cameras, photo and
darkroom equip~m(!nl. Gunrunn(!r, 3107 Central
~

Ml

1974 YAMAHA 360 Enduro, excellent condition.
Mustscll,makeoffer, Call Je£(293·1835.
7/2
PHILCO COLOR TV Console. Good condition,
$150.. Call cvenings266·2841.
7/24
MOlJILE HOME 70.1 Elk Drive, 277-3612, 293·
1407; Weekends, 296.9314.$1000 equity.
7/3

6. EMPLOYMENT
PART·TIME .ron, graduate students only. A£.
ternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old •. Apply
In person, nopllonc calls please. Save Way Liquor
Store, 5704 LomMNE.
6/26
·- STUDENT SPOUSE to work on Daily Lobo
production staff, Must be able to type at least. 7D
wpm. Hours next semester will be 8 p.m. to Mid·
night, Sunday through Thursday. Amount of time
remaining at UNl\l will be a consideration 13 or
more years preferred). For more information
come to Marron Hali,Room 132 betWeen 8:0D and
4:30p.m.

Copies,

-

----

5.~

each

No minimum. Copies are made on Xerox and IBM copiers
while you wait. Machine collating, staple and binderY service. Open 7 days a week to serve you better!

DATACO PRINTING INC •
1712 LOMAS BLVD. NE (Corner of University) Phone 243-2841

ROOMMATE WANTED. two bedroom .house
with large tcnced backy~trd, $85/ntonth, GOG Quin·

---"'"":':::====~~~~~~~~~==:;:;=.~~~~~~~~~--;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=-~cy SE, ph. 256·9450.

1
I
I
I

tfn

PliOTOGltAPHY WORKSHOPS FORMING
One· or two- day intensive individual-group in·
struction In shooting black· and -white, color. Out•
door portraits, landscapes, any topic you want.
Free processing of tWO" rolls, black· and ·White,
times arranged, WeCJdends OK. Inquire of A•
Photographer, :!GS-2444.
7/31
GETTING MARRIED? Our low overhead saves
you money on invitations, napkins, and wedding
photography. Creative Services Ltd. 299·7930.
•
7/31
PUOT!lGRAPllY ENTll0StASTIS, students!
Custom black· and .white processing printing.
Fine-grain or push processing ()f lilm. ContacL
sheets or ~ustom proofs,
ltigh . quality
enlargements, mounting, etc. Adv.ce, if asked.
Cal1265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard BlvdNE.7/31
FAMOUS QUIVIRA nooKSHOP and Gallery is
•t• bloc.k from .Tollllsott Gym ott Cornell. Special or·
der service.
7/3
FOR HIRE: DODGE 12x8 ton 1/2 flatbed.
Removcabc sldeswlth driver, ltmgor short distance hauling$ or ttl\de.CallSanl:i Fe 988·3057. 7/10

•

3409 CJ;:NTR AL, N.E••

3. SERVICES

HOURS:7:30 to 7:30 Monday thru Thursday; 7:30 ta 6, Friday:

8 to 5, Saturday: 10 to 2 on Sundays. Come see us!

6/26

P•-----------------------~~,
Special No. 1
Medium Pizza
(1 Item)
2 Drinks
reg. $3.25

106 B Corne

.

~

1 Good June
26, 27, 30
I & July 1. 2.
I With this Coupon
I On Dining Roo~ orders only

1-••--------·,.'
,

Special No. 2·
2 Hot Italian Heros
2 Drinks
reg. $2.90

•~!at

,._..-1

·

$2 .so
plus tax

•

Good llam - 4pm
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ASUNM Treasurer, ORCA Head Resign
AS UNM acting treasurer
-Ron Brandes and .-,!ike
Benat•idez, director of the
AS&'NM Offit;:e of Research and
• Consumer A/fairs, resigned ef•
fective this morning by request
of student body preside?lt Alan
Wilson.
The resignations came after a

feud between the two, the details
of which are related in the
follouing story. The story was
written prior to the 1mnmtnced
resignations.

• •

• • •

.After Wilson's Request
.

<>'!

!ASUNMI President Alan Wilson
his toughest moments in office

1

yet as members of his cabinet
tuuled accusations, while his Yiee
president, Damon Tobias, usEd
th~ power of his office to halt
spending by Wilson.
By Jon Bowman
Citing a possible violation of
Last week brought the
student
government law, Tobias
Associated Students of UNM,
froze the funds Tuesday of both
the A.SUNM Popular Entertainment Committee IPECl
.and the ASUNM Gener!ll GoYernmental budget. The iatter in·
eludes the presidential con·
•,..
tingeney
fund from which Wilson
~
"We build themdraws to pay office expenses and
We guarantee them."
those of student organizations
who come to him for money.
~r;a(P
We continue to .offer
In justifying his action, Tobias
cited salary payments to Kevin
Albq's best prices on:
Bliss, acting chairman of PEC,
and Ron Brandes, acting
ePADDLEBALL RACQUETS
ASUNM treasurer, as being
illegal
under student goYernand BALLS
ment law. The law in question
forbids payment to individuals
eBICYCLES
working for ASUNM unless the
Peugeot
Senate is notified of their ap·
pointment.
No such notification
Mizutani
has been forwarded to Senate
Takara
regarding Brandes and Bliss.
The issue is confused,
ePARTS
however, by the fact Senate has
~~1
not met since early in May, thus
t>
eACCESSORIES
barring the possibility of any of·
'·"' Ex-ORCA Director Mike Benavid·~z
eREPAIRS
ficial notification. Further confusion has developed because of a and member of the ASUNM future, Alan and I disagree on
BIKING IS FUN
now boiling feud between acting Rally Committee, who has things, we are both sensible
treasurer Brandes and members alleged that Brandes made illegal enough so it won't interfere with
of Wilson's cabinet including moves after assuming office.
our work."
"This (the freezE) is a
Wilson, however, said the
Tobias and Mike Benavidez,
director of the Office of Research manifestation of a personality financial freeze would strain
and Consumer Affairs (ORCA}. conflict," said President Wilson. future relations within the
Also involved in the dispute is "I just don't buy Damon's story executive branch of ASUNM.
605 Yale SE
842-9100
"It has illustrated two dif·
Orlando Medina, LOBO editor that he was looking through his
lawbook and no,ticeq there was a ferent attitudf'!s of what. we can
violation."
do in student government," he
Tobias denied his action was said. "We can dwell on the petty
motivated by a conflict with or we can accomplish things for
Brandes, saying, "this has the students.
nothing to do with personality,
"If Damon's primary concern
only with the law.
was with violation of the law,
"I made the move to insure there was no need to go through
there would be no potential this. The matter could have been
violations of the law because resolved at the next Senate
Senate was not notified of an ap· meeting (an emergency Senate
According to a new, independent study of top audio manufacturers,
meeting has been called for
pointment," Tobias said.
"Yamaha collectively has the best set of specifications of all me
The vice president continued, tonight)," he said. "I think
receivers tested." There's a reason for that strong statement.
"if now, or at any time in the
(Continued on page 3)

THE BIKE SHOP
PRO SHOP
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THE BIKE SHOP

0.08; OR, A DIFFERENT
APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE
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Ex-ASUNM Treasurer Ron Brandes
(Continued from page 2)
circumstances and not in viola·
there's another motive for him tion of the Jaw.
wanting to freeze the funds and I
"I authorized the bill to be paid
t h i n k t h e m o t i v e i s s e n - after being t()ld by Mike Roeder
sationalism."
(director of the SUB Business OfCallinv. Tobias' move "an £ice which handles student funds)
overreactiOn," Wilson said it that it was okay," he said. "Af·
developed over "this thing bet· terwards, Orlando Medina, Mike
ween Tobias, Benavidez and Benavidez and Damon Tobias
Brandes.
came into my office and attacked·
"It takes a petty situation me verbally for paying it. Orlanwhich isn't that serious and do then went to the Business Ofmakes a big deal out of it," he fice and froze payment of the
said.
Fiesta bill. He had no right to do
Brandes concurred with that."
Wilson, saying he felt Tobias'
Brandes said "because Rally
Committee (the committee which
fund freeze was direc~ed at him.
"Alan has tried to open up oversees Fiesta) is an executive
student government to people committee, it doesn't actually
who are new, who are respon- control finances for Fiesta but
sible," Brandes said.
must appoint a Fiesta chairman
"The problem is that there are to do so.
still small, bureaucratic per·
"The Rally Committee has
sonalities from times past who been studying the .financial setare trying to strangle any new in· up of Fiesta," he said. "I've ofput," he said.
fered on numerous occasions to
T h e a c t i n g t r e as u r e r help them. They've chosen to ex·
acknowledged he had unlawfully elude me. This brought about
authorized payment of a bill (for poor communication between us
$1500 to cover debts incurred and that's what makes student
during last year's Fiesta) as has government important."
been eharged by Ot•lando
"Youdon'twinpopularityconMedina, but he said he "made the tests in my job," he said. "As
mistake
of
treasurer, I have to

Ofthe many specification advantages !power, selectivity, hum and
noise, signal-to-noise, etc.) in our line, we single out our distortion-an
incredibly low 0.08%. Compare that against anyone else's. We've done
it by trading a little power for lots less distortion. We think you'll
approve of our cleaner sound.

gro1.1ps to find out what they're
doing with student money. I've
found th~t ORCA (run ,by
Ben~videz) is full of general
irregularities. Obviously, Tobias
and Benavidez acted as catalysts
in this (the freeze) to disrupt my
operations."
The acting treasurer said
Benavidez signed out for his own
salary checks when law requires
to signatures before a salary is
paid. He also charged Benavidez
with "contracting for $185 worth
of printing for ORCA without
okay of the c()ntract" and with
"overusing the Watts phone line
so there is a $105 deficit in OR·
CA's budget for office supplies,"
Benavidez admitted he has
been the sole signer for his
paychecks in the past, but said
''in the future, Alan (Wilson) will
also be signing them along with
me.
"I have never signed any
requisitions except for salaries,"
he said.
He denied a printing contract
had been made without
authorization, saying Wilson had
given him permission for the job
which entailed $181 for
publication of a tenants-landlord
rights pamphlet, The balance of
the printing costs for the pam·
p hlet ($600) was paid by Legal
Aid.
Regarding the Watts line, long
distance phone calls, he said "the
calls were made, and I take
responsibility for them.
"My paycheck for the next four
weeks is going to be used for it,"
he said.
Benavidez said the calls were
made on behalf of the ASUNM
Lobby Committee during the
'past legislative session. He said
most were made to Santa Fe and
to other schools in New Mexico to
collect and relay information concerning student lobby issues.
''I admit it's

thing between me and Ron," he
said.
''I told Ron I didn't trust him,
but I didn't speak out publicly
about what I thought," he said.
"Ron immediately tried to
publicly discredit me."

.-
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No. 148
BoK 201 University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
:Edito1•ial Phone (505) 277·
Vol. 78

Benavidez said he intends to
ask Senate "to appoint a group of
senators to look into· this," and
also to study unethical and illegal
actions Brandes ha$ made w bile
in office.
"This is not the first time I've
made a check on groups in
student government and had to
accept the backlash," 'he said.
"It'll probably happen again,"

4102, 277-4202

.

The New Mexico Dolly L.lbo Is published Monday thi'OUllh l"rldoY cvcry
rcgulnr week ot the UniV(lt'ij(ty ycn,r
arad weekly durlna- the summer session
by tho llonrd or Student Publications ot
th~;, UntvcraJty of New Mexico, rind iB
not. finnncinlly nssoclo.tcd wJth UNM~
Second elMs l> .. tago nnld nt Albuqucr·
QU(l'_. New Mcxtco 87131. Subaerlption
rntc is '10.00 fot• tbc ncndcmlc yenr.
Thq oplnlono oxprcsmed on tho C<li..
Iorin! pages or The DnUy Lobn nro
thoac of the author oolelr. Unsigned
opinion lo thnt or the editorial board
or Tho Dnlly Lobo, Nothing !>tinted tn
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Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
Reasonable Prices
It's all better with Yamaha's CR-600 sensitive

AM/FM stereo tuner with exclusive auto-touch
tuning • Preamp control gives high precision •
Two direct-coupled power-amplifier channels put
out clean power.

-HOUSE

1-fuursD"iiY ll am tlll:!am

Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

Quality Sound for 25 years

W8A

3011 Monte Vista NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

r5o5] 255·1695

'.
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AM&. AM

10% Discount with Student LD.
7202 Menaul N.E.
·
293~8664
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As we reported last w&ek, the UNM Regents voted down the activity fee increase earmarked for the New j\llexico Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG).
Whether an individual is in favor of PIRG or not,one·thing is very
apparent and this is that the Regents have sni,Jbbed the student
body.
In essence the Regents told students,'go watch football and
basketball,we'll make ail the important decisions.'
The Regents failed to recognize that the students voted to increase their own fee on a margin of two to one.
Regent Ann Jourdan's argument against PIRG was that incoming freshmen would be requirJ'ld to pay a fee they know
nothing about.
We would like to direct this question to Mrs. Jourdan.
How many incoming freshmen are informed as to the numerous
fees already tacked on to their tuition?
We are referring specifically to the bond fees and the money
charged for the Student. Health Center.
Are the Regents going to inform incoming' freshmen about these
fees?
Regent Albert Simms likened PIRG to the tactics used by the
youth groups 'of Nazi Germany. He pointed out that PIRG had
''political overtones."
It is very ironic that the Regents would refer to "political overtones': when they themselves are not elected but appointed by
very "political" state governors ·
Regent Henry Jaramillio simply repeated his negative vote against PIRG. Jaramillio had previously voted against PIRG When the
graduate students approved a fee increase for themselves.
Apparently Mr. Jaramillio had his mind permanently made up.
How do these three regents expect the student body to believe in
any type of "democratic process" when they violate a basic prin·
ciple such as the rightto vote.
The Regents will meet again on July 1 and we must demand that
they consider the vote of the student body.
Students must be allowed to govern themselves.

by Garry Trudeau

OOONESBURY
MR. F(}l(fl1/IN.

~/

<

Y&5,81/T
lr/!!AT
YOV OON'T/lAVe
61VP5
A tu/TNESS! 71113
III/RlV14NP/ lAIJJ SAYS YO//
:£ IIIA5 I HIIV~ TO HAVG
111TI1CKc!J, A 111/TN&'SSI

Editorial Board

trnshtn_ccl editorials- l't!prc~;;mt _a n~ajor..
it!' !>!linloh or the DallY Lobo Staff,
All other colurmts, ca~toons and le_ttcrs
~cprcscnt the ·opit1iot1· of the au~.hor
and do not necessarily .rCflt!ct the Vtcws

of the staff.

Editor:
In their own inimitable fashion,
the Regents of the UNM have once
again frustrated one of the basic
tenets of a democratic society. By
denying the funding proposal submitted by PIRG and approved by
the voting population of the university, the Regents have intimated
that we, as students, do not have
the right to decide the type and
form of participation we should
take in the larger community.
The UNM, under the guidance
and administration of the Regents,
"tax" the student body through the
active fee but refuse the right to
self-taxation; a refundable tax at
that. Regent Simms, however,
does not seem to perceive the issue

NOT

6UilTY?/
/

•>

Ct.YP~I

1H!!Rr;
tdA:?N'T
1/M& 10

SENPOffT

as one involving the right students
have to hold a free and open election and make decisions regarding
what he likens the results of a
democratic election to "the youth
groups of Nazi Germany". I would
suggest to Regent Simms that a
simple solution to the apparent ambiquity found in his logic is for the
Regents to take over control of the
election process and simply allow
referendum only on those
proposals which they are in concert
with. Elections similar to this type
are not without precedent and in
fact a variation of this is common in
the USSR. Its advantage is obvious; no conflict between the
desires of the people, as expressed
in the election, and the desires of

Nazi Youth Group?
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Editor:
.
1 had to laugh when I read some of the statements issued by certa10
Regents in reference to the PIRG issue which came befo~e them recently.
But then the smile left my face when I beaan to cons1der some of the
. arguments against the organization. A Nazi youth group? Perhaps it would
be of benefit for most of us, as students, to realize that in the election this
spring it was decided by popular vote of the student body that the PIRG
refere~dum should pass. Therefore, the overturning of this decision by the
Regents makes it rather evident that w_e students don't r~ally count when
it comes to deciding where our money 1s channeled. If an 1ssue pleases the
Regents, it passes; if not, we bite the dust, kiddies. Sounds like a little
Southern-fried Gestapo itself, does it not?
As far as being "unfair to freshmen", I must disagree. At least one
would know where his/her two dollars were going and could get it refunded if necessary; l personally would like to find out exactly where my entire tuition is going and would most likely end up wishing parts of it could
be refunded.
.
·
As a newly-elected ASUNM Senator, I had high hopes of for~ing .a
strong representation for the benefit of, the students ~ho a.re pay1[1~ 1_n
scads of money and, as in my case, don t know where 1t s g01ng, or 1f 1t IS
even being used for their education or if it is simply for another strip of
asphalt around the campus. Now I feel as if the student senate is just
another tol<en body which serves only . as some sort of student
"figurehead" if indeed it serves as that much. But much more serious is
the fact that the Regents have chosen to ignore the popular vote of the entire student body and act on this matter' as they see fit. Most likely, it will
happen again.
Lastly, may 1add a thank you to Calvin Horn and Austin Roberts who
voted to uphold the students' decision.
'Becky Lowry
ASUNM Senator

Editor-in-Chief Managing Editor News Editor Arts & Media Sports Edit~>r
Michael O'Connor
Jon Bowman
Terry England
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Features Editor Photo Editor
Sarah Seidman

Miguel Gandert

Copy Editors
Susan Walton & Lynda Sparber

Business Manager·
Harry Chapma~

those who so benevolently lead
them.
One other point I wish to make is
in response to the apparent concern exprf:lssed by Regent Jourdan
over .subjecting incoming students
to thll decisions made by the
current student body. That this occurs is simply a fact of social life.
We are all subject to the con:>traints
and/or freedoms established by
those who proceed us in a given
system. If upon examination and
evaluation of those rules, change is
desired, the same methods of inducing reversal are open to new
members of the system as were
used by the former members to induce the rule.
To clos.e, I would like to point out
to ASUNM President Alan Wilson
and the Senators that the Regents
have, unwittingly, provided the
material around which a student
government, badly fragmented in
the past, can unite to become an
effective voice and force to im·
plement the expressed desires of
the student body.
Marl< Rice
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By Alfred Santistevan
Poor basic skills in college
may be linked to state high
schools, but a high school
program ~;~lone does not
educate the student-that
responsibility falls primarily on
the teacher.
In a survey of 18,000 high
school sehiors by the United
States Department of Health,
Education and Welfare revealed
that half the students felt poor
teaching was a major factor interfering with their education.
The downward spiral occurs
when an education major
comes to UNM poorly prepared
in basic skills. If the student
does not improve in basic skills
while. here, he goes back to
teach poorly to another.
generation of students.
If the teacher is intellectually
bankrupt, so will the generation
whose learning the teacher affects.
The prime way a school
district can wind up with a
poor teacher is if the district
requests the teacher to teach in
area outside his or her college
major.
For example if .a history
major, with weak basic skills is
asked to teach English, the
result is a poorly taught class.
In many high schools students with deficiencies in certain
areas can get around taking a
class to correct their problem by
taking another class they prefer
more.
Poor reading is at the heart of
the problem of poor basic skills.
Students should receive basic
skills in junior. high, but they

don't. When they get to high
school they are lost.
UNM does not help the
problem, because, except for
English majors, the only English,
required for most of the other
teaching majors is English 101
and 102. English 101 and 102
cannot do the job of improving
sorneone's English in only one
year. Yet this is the situation
that exists-teachers filling in for
"""'%l1Wki&''W%%m>""""0%%\'W,W#•
!'~..':"
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each other with only freshmen
English as a background.
While it is up to the students
to perform, it is up to the
teacher to challenge, teach, and
push students to academic excellence.
Student quality may have
declined but this is correlated
with the declining quality
among teachers.
·
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Regents' Procedure
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Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor
should be 110 lo11ger than 250
words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name. address
and telephone number must
be included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not
be withheld upo11 request. If
a letter is from a group,.
please include a name,
telephone number and
address of a group member.
The letter will carry that·
name, plus the name of that
group.

These 3-hour seminars, limited to 10 freshpersons each, are open to all first year students.
They will fulfill part of the course requirements
for students who later enroll in the General
Honors Program. They are NOT English courses.
There are 13 sections offered. Class cards will be available
at summer walk-through registrations and at regular walk·
through registration. Below.. is the schedule for Fall semester,
1975:

PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
Want to rent or buy a tent? Sleeping bag? Pack? Raft?
We got'em! Want to learn to Kayak? We'll teach you!

DOCTOR IN

MOUNTAINs·

RESIDENCE
,,1

842-6991

j

. ALBUQUERQUE

1

1307 CENTRAL NE
.J
,.J

•

•

Hand Stitch Co-op :

Broad general reading and class
discussion for freshmen, with senior
honors
students
acting
as
discussion leaders under faculty
direction.

BLOOD

Tuesday-Saturday

We Sell Creative Hand Made
Clothing &: Crafts

G.S.lll Freshman General
Studies Seminar (3)

donate twice weekly

I

1
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HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
FOR A small CLASS

Earn $10 a week

Lobo Letter,
·Opinion Policy

I

--

FRESHPERSONS!

CASH?
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Editor:
I
We Regents, like any other organization of human beings, sometimes I
2000 C t I SE
247. 4498
t
become so familiar with our procedures that we fail to realize that I
·
· en ra . · •
everyone else is not equally as familiar with them.
New Members Welcome
~
Since I have been President of the Regents we have made it a practice,~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~
•.
for our meetings, to assign times on request to persons with items on the
agenda.
We do this so no one will be required to wait for a long period of time to
be heard, For example, if we were having an afternoon meeting and you
had an item listed in twelfth place on the agenda, I might tell you, if you
asked, that you would be heard at 3 o'clock. Thus you could time your appearance at the meeting to coincide with the time assigned you.
·
If discussion on a previous item goes beyond the assigned time, we
grant the person with a time assignment a hearing as soon as prior
discussion is closed.
The press of business .frequently keeps us in session for several hours.
This is a necessary consequence, if we are to fulfill our duties. We adopted the time assignment procedure so that no one would have to wait
more than a few minutes to be heard if he or she does not wish to do so.
Calvin Horn

DO YOU NEED

.I

Next Guest Lecturer
Under The Stars.
Tony Hillerman •.

Applications are now being
accepted for the position of
ASUNM Treasurer.
Applications may be picked
up at, the ASUNM Student
government offices on the
second floor of the Student
Union Building.
The deadline for turning in
the applications is next Wednesday July 2,
•

-czntl.-..
.

RIVERS

···''. ·

221~ cr:~rllt SE

268·4876
Just east of Vale on Central.

G.S. 111 001 Friday, 11:30·1:20 p.m. Humanities 152.
G.S. 111 002. Wednesday, 12:30·2:20 p.m. Humanities 134.
G.S. 111 003. Wednesday, 7:00-8:50 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S.111 004. Tuesday, 12:30·2:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S.111 005. · Thursday, 3:30-5:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S.111 006. Thursday, 2:00·3:50 p.rn.. Humanities 148.
G.S. 11_1 007. Tuesday, 2:00-3:50 p.m. Humanities 134.
G.S. 111 008. Thursday, 5:30-7:20 p.m. Humanities 152.
G.S.111 009. Monday, 2:304:20 p.m. Humanities.152.
G.S. 111 010. Monday, 12:30-2:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
G.S.111 011.
Wednesday, 10:30-12:20 p.m. Humanities 148.
G.S. 111 012. Monday, 7:30·9:20 p.m. Humanities 134.
G.S. 111 013. Monday, 1:30·3:20 p.m. Humanities 148.
Descriptions of the courses, with book lists, are available at
the General Studies table at· registration and at the Honors
Cehter (ground floor, west wing, Humanities building).
Sophomore General Studies seminars ate also available for
returning and transfer students. Come to the General Studies
table or the Honors Center for schedule and descriptiohs.
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Two Demos Eye '76,
Carter's Style Improves
Analysis. by Joseph Monahan
'l'wo former governors, now
Democratic
presidential
hopefuls, were in Albuquerque
this week but only one of them
appeared
to
have ·the
organization ~:~nd energy to pursue the nomination with full
strength.
~
Terry Sanford from North
; Carolina seem$ to be ba11king on
•• his grandfather's image to take
P.... him to the White House since he
has little organization and even
less to say.
. Meanwhile Jimmy Carter from
Georgia is building up a strong
campaign and has a program that
at least can be thoughtfully considered.
Whl;ln .Carter, 50, was in
Albuquerque at the beginning of
this year he appeared as a dull,

ineffective campaigner. This
time, however, Carter was supermoly confident, had polished his
speaking style and enjoyed answering questions.
He stressed organization. He
s a i d i t w a s a m e t i"c u I o u s
procedure to go out in the boondocks and set up committees but
it is something that is being
neglected by the other candiates.
He has been to Florida six times
to prepare for his "showdown"
with the infamous George
Wallace, to Iowa several. days
working on the precinct level and
this was his third stop in New
Mexico. He is campaigning like
no other candidate and it is hard
to comprehend how he can keep
the pace.
Looking at his plans for the
next year you realize Carter will
be taken seriously around con-

Thousands of frames
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
Mat Boards/Braquettes
Glare & Non-Glare Glass
•

POOR MfiNS

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE 255·3239
ACR0$5 FROM THE LOBO THEATER

vention time. He will barnstorm
50 weeks out of the year with
only a day and a half off a week.
His determination
to be
president is something that was
not evidenced when talking with
Terry Sanford and it casts doubt
on Sanford's true intent.
Although Sanford maintains
he is "really running" it is morelikely he is. out to redeem himself
in his home state where he suffered at the hands of George
Wallace in 1972, ln .addition Sanford hedgl)d on the question of
entering the Florida primary. If
there is any place Sanford could
prove himself as a candidate it
would seem to be there. But Sanford is not welcoming that
challenge while. Carter is centering much of his campaign
around it.
Carter is not a Kennedy when
it comes to projecting Madison
Avenue charisma, but he does
have a way of projecting his sincerity and concern. Unlike
Senator Jackson, who keps
screaming louder during each
speech because someone told him
that demonstrates leadership,
Carter is softspoken yet firm. He
does not attack people personally, he hits them on their
policies.
His program points to the
disorganization of the federal
bureauacrcy. Of its 2000 agencies
Carter would make 200.
On energy he knocked the administration for neglecting solar
power and said the way to
become self sufficient in energy
is to have an embargo on oil imports rather than· the administration's oil import tax:
which Carter criticized for adding to inflation.
A nuclear physcist, Carter is a
believer in nuclear power plants
as a future energy source, yet he
resisted a nuclear processing

wevegotit!
The great new Hewlett-Packard HP-21 Scientific Pocket
Calculator. Uncompromising quality at only $125.
0 A true scientific calculator with
32 functions and operations, including
rectangular/polar conversions, register
arithmetic, two trig .operating modes.
tJ Full display formatting. Select fixeddecimal or scientific notation with
display rounded· to desired number of
decimal places.
0 HP's error-sa\o'ing RPN logic system
with 4-memory stack.
0 Traditional HP quality craftsmanship.
tJ New, smaller size.
0 An unbeatable price/performance
ratio.
Test the new H P-21 today right in our
store. See .for yourself how much performance you can take home for only
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!!ally CommiH<•• will m••t In th"

Speakers Committee Chairman Louis Tempkin

Sixteen Scheduled
To Speak Next Year
Ph'lto by Ka~hy PerMieh

Presidential Hopeful Jimmy Carter

plant while governor because the
Atomic Energy Commission had
not asked the state about safety
precautions.
He has been endorsed in his
race by Ralph Abernathy, An·
drew Young, and Martin Luthe.r
King Sr. Atlanta mayor Maynard
Jackson has also thrown his support behind Carter.
Bod Dylan is also a Carter sup·
porter along with several rock
and roll bands who will hold concerts for the Garter campaign in
the coming yl;lar. ·
Carter cited this kind of support as proof he can inspire
young people to get out and work
for him, something he claimed
Senator Henry Jackson has
failed to do.
The Carter effort will not have
drastic financial trouble judging
from its condition now. The
budget for this year is about
$600,000. He has qualified for
federal matching funds under the
new campaign act in at least
eight states.
On foreign policy Carter has
been called a conservative.
He favors the U.S. position
that we exchange ambassadors
with Cuba once the Organization
of American States votes to
recognize Cuba. He is for a reduction in U.S. troop strength in
Korea but maintains continued
air support is necessary to
protect the security of Korea:.

In New Mexico Carter is
picking up pledges of support.
Chris Brown, campaign manager
for Governor Apodaca is now
coordinator for Carter's campaign in the New England states.
Apodaca is leaning towards endoring Carter, although he has
refrained from doing so up until
now. One aide to Sanford said
they have all but given up trying
to attract Apodaca to their side
and are convinced Apodaca will
ultimately side with Carter. Former Gov. Bruce King told the
LOBO he is "leaning toward Carter and I have always been a supporter of his" but he too held
back on giving a final endorsment.
Whether or not support for
Carter from well known New
Mexico officeholders will mean
votes in a state that went heavy
for Wall ace three years ago
remains to be seen. But Carter is
making major inroads into the
state which, so far, other candidates have not done.
Carter is gradually building a
nationwide base that is
reminiscent of the McGovern
drive in 1972 when out of
nowhere McGovern won early
primaries. It is still a long way off
until primary days are upon us
but if Jimmy Carter can keep up
the pace throughout the coming
year his image as "Jimmy Who?"
will soon be shed.
·

The course will analyze to
what extent femalll nuthors succeed artistically to represent and
problematizc ~he specific female
as well as male expericne in a
ptttriarchal society.
Reading lists are available
through Women Studies and
American Studies, and students
are urged to begin the readings
before the first meeting of the
class.

A~!INM

Another Form of Recruiting

The ASUNM Speakers Com·
•· Truman Capote, Oc~ 22. To
mittee 'has already confirmed speak on the state of being a limited because of regular class
time for the students. ·
speaking engagements for six· writer.
"The most repeated question
teen lecturers next year and has
·· William. Geraway, Nov. 5.
we
get from students (schools
tentatively landed another, Geraway, an ex·con who is op·
outside
Albuquerque) concerns
Shirley Chisholm, for ea.rly in the posed to penal reform, will parthe
size
of UNM, class sizes
spring semester.
take in a symposium on prisons.
(faculty-student
ratio), how much
Louis Tempkin, chairman of
-- Arthur Knight, Nov. 14.
of
a
commitment
the University
the committee, said he felt the "Sex in the Cinema" .is the topic
has
to
teaching
and how the
upcoming program "was well of this one.
students
can
finance
their
rounded and diverse and would
-- Flo Kennedy, Dec. 2. Founeducation,"
Bakas
said.
appeal to the overall student der of the Feminist Party and
As for the proposed higher enbody.
.noted blaek lawyer, Kennedy will
"This is a larger program than speak on the topic o£rape.
·
we've had during any year in the
-- Robert Coles, Scheduled for
past though we do ·have a lower sometime in November, Coles is
budget," he said. "Our emphasis the author of The Old Ones in
has been put on student-oriented New .Mexico and is an' educator
speakers. We have left the and child psychologist.
academic speakers to depart·· Doug Kenney, Jan. 23. Ken(Conti11ued. {rom page 1)
ments and concentrated on ney is .the founding editor of coming year. Baca does not see
popular and topical speakers."
National Lampoon.
this as a problem.
Tempkin emphasized the
-- Will .Rogers, J:r., Feb. 4. The
"As I understand it, the art
revitalization of the patron program is titled "An Evening and music programs in many of
program whereby members of with Will Rogers."
the high schools are already
the community contribute $14 to
·- Shirley Chisholm, Feb. 6. overcrowded,"Bacasaid.
the speakers committee to secure Tentative.
.
He said there are no plans to
-- Ralph Schoenman, Feb. 20. postpone instituting the
admission to the program's ofSchoenman has investigated the requirements.
ferings.
Fred Comstock, member of the
JFK assassination since 1964 and
Next year's schedule includes:
-- Les Whitten. The chief in- will speak on the subject.
state board of l;lducation said that
·· Gene Roden berry, March 1. better qualified students en·
vestigator for journalist Jack An. derson will speak sometime in The former producer of "Star tering UNM will save the taxTrek" will talk about the show payers a considerable amount of
the second week of school.
-- .Frank Fiorimonti, Sept. 7. and also screen out-takes from money.
Fiorimonti is the legislative coun· the series.
"The remedial programs are
--Eugene McCarthy, March 29. very expensive," Comstock said.
sel for NOBML (National
Organization for. the Reform of Former Senator from Minnesota, "It is absolutely imperative that
Marijuana Laws). He will par· McCarthy has announced his bid we increase our standards, We
ticipate in a debate with an as yet for the Presidency in 1976.
,must get our kids in the best
-· Gordon Inkeles, April 5. jobs," said Comstock.
undetermned opponent on the
Au thor of "The Art of Sensual
issue of decriminalization.
Comstock. like Baca, did not
Massage."
see any problems developing in
-- Vito Russo, Sept. 24. The
-- Lester Maddox, April 26. regard to music and art departtopic of the . lecture is
The
former governor of Georgia, ments
"Homosexuality in Films.''
"I'm confident that everything
-- Harrison and Tyler, Oct. 2. Maddox: is presently lieutenant
Noted feminist comedy team governor of the state. No axe will fall into place once the
whose engagement here last year handles please, but peaches are program is in effect," said Comwelcome.
stock.
brought a sit-in at the LOBO.

Recruitment
Is Studied

TOKER I, TOKER II, and now....
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On Sale Now!
With Special
Introductory Offer
List $25.00 NOW $19.95
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trance requirements into UNM,
Bakas said any concern shown
has come from hig.h school counselors.
"Though the issue concerning

the requirements is important,
most of the story about the
requirements didn't break until
Apr.il. We haven't gotten a lot of
feedback as of yet," Bakas said.

Texas Instruments
New SR-51
SuperSiide~Rule Calculator
SR-51 •...... $132.95
SR-50 .•••... 85.95
SR~l6 .......
59.95
SR-11 ....... 33.95
TI-5050 ..•.. 169.95
Plus $2.00 Shipping
By Air Mail
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SEND MONEY ORDER OR
CHECK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ALLMOOELSAVAILABLE
CAS~IERS

WRITE FOR DISCOUNT PRICE LIST

DISCOUNT CALCULATOR SALES
P. 0. BOX 30392
DALLAS, TEXAS 75230
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and the

Civic Light OpetQ
Preseqt
Rodgers and Hommerstein's Hit

'

We have them· in
stock now!
..

A g1·aduate seminar, "Female
Authors and Feminist
Criticism," will be offered
through the Department of
American Studies for the second
half of this present Summer
Session.
Stu dents in teres ted in
registering for the course should
contact the American Studies office (Humanities 320: 277-3929)
by or before Monday, July 7,
when the course begins.

(Continued from page J)

$125.

401 Wyoming
Hours-Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm
Saturday 8:30am·4:30pm
Wehonor A/t, BAC, MC.
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Female Authors To
. u~ ~€~w1eC
Be Topic of Seminar ~."'-i"' '~ ~,o,:,
-~-

General Store
111 Harvard S.E.
10-10 Mon thru Sat & 10-6 Sun

The Sound
Of mus·lc
.!'

June 27, 28 ot 8:15 p.m.
June 29 ot 2:15 p.m.
July 4, 5 at 8: ~5 p.m.
Tickets· $5.50, $4.25, $3.00
UNm Students - $2.50, $2.00
Tel 277-3121
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Ttudeau and His Doonesbuty Gang:
Date to .be (Expletive Deleted) Gteat
A set of cartoons dealt with a
possible resignation speech for
Nixon. Patrick, a speechwrit!lr,
goes to a bar to enlist the aid of a
bartender. The final version of
the speech starts "My fellow
American.s.: I come to you
tonight, dying as I am of a terminal illess ... "
Trudeau's style has improved
over the days when he left the
mouth off any .character drawn in
profile. He has become sharper in
his :;;atire, approaching but not
reaching (yet) cynicism.

Or Something Like It
P: r don't care

wM,t ,happens.

Everything from Time magazine
to law school is subject to
Trudeau's wit .
Sometimes, however, Trudeau
doesn't know when to quit. He
has a tendency to drag an idea o'l
forever. An example is the
Samoan governor· series. Alas,
friends, you have not seen the
last of it for the LOBO is about
six
months
behind
in
Doonesburys.
Too (unbelievably gross and of·
fensive expletive deleted) bad.

*

If anybody used talking plants
as a part of a comic strip it would
be considered fantasy. But since
Trudeau won the Pulitzer Prize
for editorial cartoons, it has to be
considered satire.
Anything that Trudeau pulls
off in the Doonesbury strip must
be considered sa tire, else the
whole mess would fall apart.
Trudeau doesn't beat around
the punches or pull any bushes in
his depiction of Amerika.
Doonesbury isn't as nasty or
hard on the Country as say, Wonder Wart-Hog (and not as
disgusting, but then some people
consider
Lawrence
W elk
disgusting), but the poison pen is
quietly evident.
Trudeau's poison is the foibles
of people in general and public
figures in particular. The best set
of cartoons io Ms Caucus are the
ones where the President (who
was Nixon at the time these car. toons were drawn) is hiding
behind the doors of the White
House w bile tanks dig up the
rose garden. The book ends with
a giant stone wall being built to
k e e p o u t a n y t h i n g an d
everything. (After President
Ford took office, one of the first
Doonesbury strips showed workmen tearing the stone wall
down.)
The central theme of the book
concerns the . efforts of Ms
Caucus to get admitted to law
school. Despite a high score on
the law boards and her
''minority" status as a woman,
school after school turns her' .
down.
The children of the day care
center where she works rally to
support Caucus in her vigil.
'.'Dare to be great," says one little
girls. "Oh, all riglit," says
Caucus. Later the same girl gave
up, saying "Oh,J give up. You're
never going to get in," You gotta
believe.
There's a lot of political cartoons in this collection, political
cartoons of the type that helped
Trudeau cop a prize. They were ,
done during. the days of
Watergate, and feature an an.
star cast: Mitchell, Haldeman,
:Shrlichmann, Dean, ad infinitum
ad nauseaum. The series is a
satire on the doings of
Watergate, although the doings
of Watergate were almost funny
without satire.

young woman looking for answers
searching out questions with
images fresh and alive
hopes simple and direct
feelings abundant and new
no games, no lies, no fears
innocense is yours ....
· (Describing Laura-a dream)
William Gary Sypowicz
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You may have seen advanced tape decks before. but nothing equals this one. A greol
comblnol!on of professional studio features ta11ored to make the best use of COS$etfes.
Dolby noise reduction circuit eliminates tope hiss for ultra-clean recordings. Light Emitting
Diode peak Indicator prevents over-recording. SWitchable level limiter prevents clipping
distorllon. Memory rewind for quick return to spectfic locatroo on tape. Separate bras and
equollzatlon controls match standard. high outputylow-nolse, and chromium dioxide topes.
Pause control. Skip button for high speed audible monitoring. Tope running pilot conflrms
operating mode. Automatic tope end stop. $269.95
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Graphic by G. Wilson

Central Mall

8 p.tn.

Coordinated by tho Student Actlvltlos Center. o dlvlslon of tho Dean of Sludonts OffiCe.
In case of bod weather, the lecture will be moved to tho Kiva. There Is no admission
charge. Tho geneool public Is Invited.
•

Lost, Lonei,Y

Now there
are two

What axes they be
raising over unknown
heads?
What plans they concieve
all so removed in their
far places,
lost, lonely
figures running.

TSO

locations to
serve you.

Where takest their
minds?
What trivials of earth's
detonation
do they tinker with
over "minor" heads of
our world, people?
Cease tired voices,
please cease all the
mournful wailings.

4300 Central Avenue S. E.
268·2008

831·5326
Depend on TSO for prescription eyewear.
• Convenient credit available.

If you \Nant it done right,
do it yourself!

TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
Medicade Patients Welcome

HATCH BACK

Monday - Saturday
COUGAR SLEEPING EIAG

Froslline has easy-to• make, sew-it-yourself
outdoor equipment kits. This is your c]1ance to
build-in quality you won't find in factory-made
equipment and save 30% ·50% of the readymade price.
Frostline kits include everything you need to
make a down sleeping bag, parka, tent,
back pack and more. We even include the
thread! All you need is a home
sewing machine. With our detailed step-by-step
instructions, even a beginner can make
any of our kits ..

9:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
·Dance to

·cullpepper

.
We think you'll be amazed
with the quality and prices at Froslline.
We look forward to serving you!

ldts
llnuutuitt <!tbultt
6307 Mencul N.E.

88Hi223
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4410-A Central Avenue S.W
in West Central Plaza
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SlT~IltiEit l.n'1S SJ~IUES
~ o
~ June 30 11 Beyond the Myths of Marriage" ~
~
John R. Graham, MD.,C.M.
· ~ ~
Bette K.Graham, M.A.
~

Daniel Gibson
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Running from what?

Alive with ...

•

(!)

I»

Do zebras have white stripes on black bodies
Or black stripes on chalk skin 7
Or to put it more simply·
Are we dead men With hints of life
Or live men with well placed voids
Like holes within wheels of swiss cheese?
Of course the answers are well known,
But the best of questions are fun to ask
Time and time again while there is.
Time to be had again.
Philip Havey

.The bastlrom Pioneer
is the varr bast there is.

• • •
By Terry England

z

Next Friday is Independence Day, July Fourth, To celebrate,
CBS will air two British movies, Yellow S1tbmarirw and Alfred
the Great, There will always be an England. ,

Asking

"Dare to be Great, Ms. Caucus"
G. B. Trudeau
Holt, Rinehart and Win#on/$1.95
·

(!)

Speaking of oddities; If nll goes well, PEC should sign a contract to bring Stcye Stills to Johnson Gym, Friday, July 18.

/

Looking up, after this
morning's mockery of love,
1see through branches
of the tree a cross
of planes; two jets,
one about to land, another
off to other places.
People coming and going
on all their important business.
I have
no important business,
so lie here
noting these things,
waiting for lovl'l to awaken.
Or something like it.
William Weldon

J'.l
.;c

Oddities & Nonentities

The dead tree
outside my bedroom
window: a most
unfortunate image
1 wish I hadn'1 noticed.

The Creator

I
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< •
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Golf Tournament
Next Lobo Try

Sports . .Etil:lal··o·pportunity Rules Cause Stir
By JoLopez

President Ford recently approved regulations requiring
"equal opportunity" in athletics
be afforded to both sexes in
educational institutions.
The regulations Also .call for
equal expenditure, equal finan·
cia) aid, and equal facilities for
both sexes in athletics. The

COPIES

7c

Upon

Saturdays

Ask
Peter

Lawford

regulations come under the Title proportionate amount o£ sp!)n· women'Jl participation in
IX section of the 1\172 Education ding for both men's and women's athletics. Ramo said the bill was
Amendments Act.
sports considering the number o( a .listing of ' 'the broad goals of
UNM Associate Athletic participants and people who women's athletics" and was sent
Director, Ike Singer, said that want to participate."
to women athletic leaders across
Title IX "does ·not specifically
The new regulations now go the country to ma!te them aware
state 'equal expenditure' of fun· through the House and Senate of what may be thtlir rights in
ds. It doesn't mean you have to and i.f there is any question that athletic~;. '!'he ''Bill of Rights" is
give equaJ amounts of money Cor the regulations are not the intent not associated with Title IX
each sport. It only states women of the 1972 Amendment, then the regulations except that many of
must be given equal Op· ·r~gulations will be sent back to the requests are similar.
portunity ."
the Department of Health,
•
D•lly Lobo
Albuquerque Lawyer Roberta Education and Welfare for
Rama, who has become a major revision, The HEW drew up the
figure in women's athletics said regulations. If the regulations
that the regulations do not are approved by Congress, they
require "equal expenditure, but a become effective July 21.
Ramo said the regulations of
There is already some op· Title IX are "not wide-ranging
position to ·the new regulations. enough," but that they are "not
The National Collegiate Athletic bad, They are a lot better than I
Association is concerned that the thought they would be." She said
regulations do not .exclude that one thing she really didn't
HotrsiYltmJ for rner1 mov ht~ sornPwhnl r.c_lw
revenue
producing sports.
like about the regulations is that
tn vou llul nollo me> BPII"l{J If• lhf• putllrr;
(l'V(~ 1•m olwov~ b(•Hr' v0rv mw.h Cl)r.
Singer
said
the
HEW
they "require only individual enC:Pmnd w1lh nlv oppf)ornncc• nul Mil

Sports

o (JOOrliOOloung
~'~u!d

Sly!(~

these have already been ap·
proved by the State Leg,islatu.re.
Singer said he doesn t thmk
there will be very much of a
change when the regulations go
in to effect, unless the revenue
producing sports are not ex·
eluded from the regulations.
He said "it takes time to
develop interest in women's
sports - not only participant in·
terest, but also fan interest. I'm
not so sure that there are as
many girls interested in par·
ticipating in athletics as many
sports leaders in girl's sports
have indicated. He said he
believes in "equal opportunity to
the extent that the women are in·
terested. I don't think there is
much of an interest now, at least
not from a spectators' stand·
point."
UNM Assoeate Director of

Five New Mexico Golft'rs are in Columbus, Ohio this

l~e.ek for .the NCAA Golf Championships. Lobo par·
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Brad Bryant, one of five
Lobo NCAA contenders.
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ttc1pants tnclud7 All·W AC sophomore golfer, Brad
~r.yant, .and sentor Brad Schmierer, the highest Lobo
ftmsher.tn the ~V.AC cha.mpi~nships held in May.
Schmterer hmshed fifth m the WAC championships
while Bryant finished at ninth. Other Lobos in the fourday tourney at Ohio St;lt!' are John Klee, Montv Carrieo
and Harold Garrison.
•
Coach Die}{ McGuire said it was "hard to tell" how his
t!'am would dO' in the tourney, but that they had "high
hop_es." l!e said !ast year they finished sixth at the
natw_nals 1n San D1ego, and two years ago finished fourth
at Sttllwater, Oklahoma. The tournament started yesterday and runs through June 28.
· ·
Bryant, from Alamogordo, has been the "top player of
the team", said McGuire, as he has the best
record. Bry;mtfinished fifteenth in last year's individual
standings at the NCAA Tournament, the highest freshman placer. Bryant has also been a medalist in many
ot~er top tou~n.am~nts throughout the season including
a ftrst place f1msh m the Harvey Penick Tournament in
Austin, Texas.
Schmierer golfed a 100 par for 215 at the WAC championships and was ''coming on strong toward the end of
the .season, "said McGuir.e.
C~rrico has also. b~en "coming on sit'ong", he said and
was m the top 10 ftmshers at the Sun Devil Thunderbird
National Collegiate Tourney in Phoenix ..
!).lee h,as be~n a Lobo medalist three times during the
season mcludmg a . .fourth place finish at the Jimmy
Demaret Collegiate Tournament in Brownsville Texas.
Garrison "has been a very consistent play~r " said
McGuire.
'

Revenue Sports Exclusion Asked
Markham SMe Innovator Products and Hair Designs are available at

,\\arl~l•;••••

INTERNATIONAL

7804 Central SE
{IJt•l\\'('{'11 \ \'\ 0/111/JJ.! \\.

I Otll\illlhl}

PXd U>iVI'I }' b}'
oppoinlnwnt

Huir Dt>s/grwrs
for
MPil & WornPn

255-0166

'OUT! 1HE INfEGRATION DOESN'f EXTEND lHIS FAR! I

'

ASUNM
DUPLICATION CENTER

Is Open all Summer 11:30 - 5 p.m. Daily
Room215Sub
'

Xerox only Sc each
Mimeographs and Dittos

5 for 3c

•

ASUNM
DUPLICATION CENTER

guidelines "will not be workable" forcement. I think the HEW Finance for Athletics, Bob
in this area of "not excluding should enforce them," she said.
DoBell, said that women's
revenue, producing sports." He
What might be the effects of athletics are given a "pretty fair
said he agrees with the NCAA in Title IX regulations at UNM share" in athletic opportunities.
"trying to encourage to help when and if they do go into ef· DoBell said the State Legislature
women's athletics," but he said feet? Ike Singer said the budgets appropriated $410,000 to UNM
not excluding revenue producing for men's and women's athletics athletics for 1975, and that out of
sports "could hurt not only will not be changed because
(Continued on page 11)
men's, but also women's
athletics," because "this would
be taking away the only revenue
which helps the so-called minor
9
sports."
If the revenue producing sports are included in the regulation,
then the money made from these
sports would be diffused
throughout the whole athletic
system instead of being used exclusively for the maintenance
and growth of that particular
Lt. Blue, Green, Navy,
sport. This revenue, if in excess,
is used by many institutions to
Tan, Brown, Yellow,
help out the non,revenue sports
Black, White
including women's sports.
Roberta Ramo said she is for
the inclusion of revenue
producing sports in the Title IX
regulations. Ramo said there is
"no requirement" that a revenue
producing sport use its excess
money, if any, for the other
minor sports and women's spol'·
ts, so there is no guarantee that
the money will be used as such.
She said if enough money were
granted to women's athletics, it
would probably mean growth for
sports and more interest in them .
"I think women's sports will be
revenues producing in a couple of
years or so," she said.
21 20 Central S.E.
Ramo is one of eleven women
who together drew up a 10-point
243-6954
"Bill of Rights" concerning
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$14.50
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(Continued from page 10)
money, but as far as cooperation
this women's athletics were and use of facilities, we've done a
given $118,000. He said that in very good job," said DoBell. He
past years the remainder of the said he doesn't think the athletic
money would be given to men's budgets will change much in the
athletics, but that this year the future "even with Title IX."
Bureau of Educational Finance
added a utilities cost to the
DoBell said UNM has twelve
athletic budget. This utilities ap· sports and that it is almost impossible to have the same sports
propriation was $70,000.
Vice-President of Business and facilities for women as for men.
Finance at UNM, John Perovich, He said it is "foolish for Title IX
said the reason for the new ad· to say you have to have the same
dition to the Athletic budget was sports facilities for women as for
because the BEF wanted to
"have the athletic budget reflect
the total cost of maintaining
athletic facilities." He said the
BEF did this for each department
this year and that in pr.evious
years, utility costs had been
reflected .in the budget of UNM's
Physical Plant.
DoBell said this added ap·
propriation to the athletic budget
diminished the men's athletic
budget as compared to the
womens in previous years. He
said after subtracting the
$118,000 given to women's
athletics and the $70,000 given to
utility costs, the men were left
with $292,000.
He said last year's athletic
budget was $320,000. Women
were given $51,225, the men get·
ting the remainder at $268,775.
DoBell said that women get
the "same privileges as men" at
UNM. They are allowed to use
the same medical supplies,
training facilities, and are in·
eluded under the same insurance
policy. He said the money for
these services to athletes are
taken out of the general budget
after excluding the women's
athletic budget and now this
year's utility budget.
"There is never enough

men. It would be .fine if the in·
dividual sport warranted ap·
propriate facilities."
DoBell said that if the same
facilities had to be provided for
both men's and women'~; sports,
then UNM might.haveto do away
with many minor sports as many
schools are doing or have done,
not necessarily because of
women's athletics but because of
the existing money-pinch.

OKI 'SOWN

Attitude Adjustment Hour
Daily
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur.

4:30-6:00

Friday Afternoon Special
Delicious Imported Cheese
And French Bread
For Your Pleasure

"Exceptional quality at priecs lower than
the competition. The burgers are made
from lean. ground chuck steak. Not hamburger meat. No filler (! saw it myself.)
Chili burgers, with homemade green chili,
are a spllcialty. Tacos ar.e 6 for $1. Burritos.
They even use fresh bananas and
stra wherries in their shakes. Homemade
potato salad, pies and cakes, too. Large
menu. ****"Alphonse Dejeuner.

Jumbo
Jack's
Drive

Inn

Gold 8r Veale S.E.
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'75
HONDA

cvcc
What the world
is coming to"

eaderS

Digest

" ••• a revolutionary development. •• no catalytic
converters or other add·ons needed .•• a
clean car that saves gas:·

B04Dl(ITB.IGI

·•... a car that would so.Ive most of the country's
automobile-related problems overnight:'

1975 Golden Wheels Economy Award Winner.
"From the standpoint of economy, the Honda
has it hands down:·

"Honda ... Best Economy Car for 1975 accord·
ing to twelfth annual Reader's Choice Poll:'
Harry Garcia invites you to test
drivelhe sensational Honda. number one in EPA mileage tests for
1974 and 1975 .. a whoppmg 42
miles-per·gallon in the 5-speed
model. Five minutes behind the
wheel will prove Honda's a lot
more than talk!

3:00-6:00

Keg Beer and Taps
available
1 72 0 Centra I SE
242-2151

d

b

1100 Rio Grande, NW at 1-40
Phone 765-1133

